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MESSAGE FROM
SPRUCE LAB

The Outdoor Industry Association (OIA) has a goal of
advancing policy that supports the outdoor industry at
the local, state, and federal level. This work historically
has been focused in Washington, D.C., by individual
brand leaders and through coalition work with aligned
partners. Over the last several years, the OIA has seen
significant momentum from the outdoor industry
organizing at the state and regional level around shared
goals to protect where we recreate. To date, the OIA has
been serving as a hub for resources, and an advisor to
groups across active states.
Building off the momentum the OIA and aligned partners
have created, Spruce Lab will support in the development
of a consistent and adaptable business relationships
framework – supporting the growth of this collective
impact and fostering empowerment.
Together with the OIA, Spruce Lab will support creating
resources that detail best practices and lessons learned
for forming state-based outdoor business organizations.
Spruce Lab also has the opportunity to consolidate
and develop a suite of recommendations for the OIA to
engage with these alliances.
Spruce Lab’s ultimate goal is to support the OIA in
increasing policy efforts; shaping the future of how the
OIA engages in state and local advocacy work.
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FRAMEWORK:

Outdoor Recreation State Business Organizations
Supporting the people behind the places we love.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Spruce Lab developed a framework and suite of
recommendations for the Outdoor Industry Association to use as
a resource when engaging with brands, retailers and individuals
at a local level, detailing best practices and lessons learned from
existing State Business Organizations.
Community [kuh-myoo-ni-tee]: A group of people with a common
characteristic or interest living together within a larger society.
While the Outdoor Industry Association (OIA) has a strong
national presence within the outdoor community, there is also
immense value in uniting the industry at local and state levels.
When local leaders strengthen relationships at the roots of the
industry, the $887 billion dollar outdoor recreation economy
becomes an even greater force.
"Recreation is inherently local. You fall in love with the waters, the
mountains, the river, the prairie. Since it’s so place centric, these
organizations lend themselves to having a localized effort."
-Marc Berejka, REI
Over the past decade, there has been a wave of industry leaders
forming outdoor recreation business organizations and alliances.
While each organization varies, the common goal is to establish a
group of industry professionals, non-profit leaders, policymakers,
and other key stakeholders to raise awareness about the
importance of the outdoor economy. For example, industry
professionals in Bend, OR formed the Oregon Outdoor Alliance
(OOA). The OOA provides a space to network with industry peers,
share resources, and advise on brand strategy and development.
By establishing an outdoor alliance, a unified voice was created
to weigh in on policy issues that affect the $16.4 billion outdoor
recreation economy within the state of Oregon.
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State business organizations (SBOs) organically grow by engaging
the community at events and establishing common goals in
advocacy that accelerates the conversation around the outdoor
recreation economy. As SBOs work to promote connectivity
within the outdoor industry, they uncover other benefits such as
access to shared resources, mentorship, education, and a more
impactful industry voice.
Establishing a SBO takes coordination and planning, but
the rewards are substantial. Though the successes of these
organizations have been recognized at a national level, many
are unaware of outdoor recreation SBOs. This report serves as
a catalyst to start the conversation with industry professionals,
non-profit leaders, policymakers, and key stakeholders around
how outdoor recreation impacts our lives, both personally and
professionally.
After conducting extensive interviews with ten existing SBOs, it is
clear that the purposes of forming SBOs are unique to each state.
Though two commonalities are threaded throughout, increased
networking between industry peers and raising awareness with
state and local policymakers on the importance of the outdoor
recreation sector within their communities. In the end, one thing
was clear, the benefits of forming an SBO are far reaching.
This report serves as a resource for those looking to form SBOs,
outlining best-practices and lessons learned from existing
organizations.

CURRENT LANDSCAPE AND OPPORTUNITIES

				
				

9 States with established State Business organizations | 25%
Representing $217.8 billion Outdoor Recreation Economy

				
				

+41 state business organization Opportunities | 75%
Representing $669.2 Billion Outdoor Recreation Economy
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CONNECTING THE STAKEHOLDERS
Three times a year, Outdoor Retailer Trade Show attracts over
30,000 retail buyers, sales representatives, manufacturers, store
owners, non-profit organizations and media to Denver, CO. The
industry travels from around the globe, making it evident this
international event has substantial economic power.
"We had a desire to network together and create a connectivity of
the people that are outdoor industry oriented. Our first meeting
was held outside of Pine Mountain Sports at a picnic table."
-Mike Wallenfels, Oregon Outdoor Alliance
For many, Outdoor Retailer is the only time devoted to networking
with peers in the industry and to learn about policy issues. The
relationship building and education that occurs at Outdoor

Retailer is important. With outdoor recreation accounting for 2% of
the US GDP (Bureau of Economic Analysis 2018), it is essential that
people establish and continue to cultivate relationships within their
community and get involved at the local level.
In an interview with Maine Outdoor Brands, it was recognized that
the frequency of participating in industry conversation does not
happen enough - “retailers need to travel over 1,800 miles from
Maine to Outdoor Retailer to have a conversation with someone
that works across the street”. This observation was a catalyst for
acknowledging the need for an SBO within the state – today, Maine
has an organization of over 50 brands and businesses.

MISSION + VISION
As a state business organization is forming, it is essential to create
a mission and vision to guide the organization and maintain a
strategic path.
“Our goal is to build upon the awesome footprint of outdoor gear
manufacturing we already have here in WNC and grow the region's
outdoor industry together. We want to make an impact media
wise, highlighting the region itself as well as our products and
businesses. We want to create a reliable forum of usable sources to
help us find new materials, fresh ideas and answers to problems.
We want to attract companies to move and/or start here, and we
want to construct a tight-knit family of companies that nurtures the
growth of brands both new and established.”
-Outdoor Gear Builders of Western North Carolina
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As SBOs continue to form, policymakers are now asking that
these alliances weigh in on issues pertinent to the industry.
With policymakers on both sides of the aisle acknowledging the
outdoor industries voice, discussions are open for debate around
contentious issues that impact the outdoor economy.
Established organizations, such as Maine Outdoor Brands,
have a future vision to engage their Department of Economic
& Community Development in creating an Office of Outdoor
Recreation. Outdoor organizations formed in states like
Washington and North Carolina are currently working with their
Office of Outdoor Recreation to spur economic development,
strengthen outdoor industry infrastructure, improve public health,
and ensure all individuals benefit from their state’s vibrant outdoor
resources.

STATE BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONS INTERVIEWED
ALASKA
Valdez Adventure Alliance - Founded in 2016
Lee Hart [info@valdezadventure.com]
Informal Coalition

NORTH CAROLINA
NC Outdoor Recreation Coalition - Founded in 2018
Ross Saldarini [howdy@outdoorgearbuilders.com]
501C-6

MAINE
Maine Outdoor Brands - Founded in 2017
Jim Hauptman [info@maineoutdoorbrands.com]
501C-6

CALIFORNIA
Tahoma Mountain Sports - In Process
David Polivy

UTAH
Office of Outdoor Recreation - Founded in 2013
Tom Adams [https://business.utah.gov/contact]
Government Office

IDAHO
Idaho Outdoor Business Council - Founded in 2012
Lana Weber [Idahobo.org]
501C-3

COLORADO
Pikes Peak Outdoor Recreation Alliance - Founded in 2016
Becky Leinweber [info@ppora.org]
501C-3

WASHINGTON
Big Tent Coalition - Founded in 2012
Marc Berejka [info@bigtentcoalition.info]
501C-3

MONTANA
Business for Montana’s Outdoors - Founded in 2012
Marne Hayes [businessformontanasoutdoors@gmail.com]
Informal Coalition

OREGON
Oregon Outdoor Alliance - Founded in 2013
Mike Wallenfels [info@oregonoutdooralliance.org]
501C-3

Recreation Northwest
Todd Elsworth [Todd@RecreationNorthwest.org]
501C-3
NEVADA
Get Outdoors Nevada - NV Outdoor Business Coalition
In Process
Mauricia Baca [info@getoutsidenevada.org]
501C-3
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WHY START AN OUTDOOR RECREATION
STATE BUSINESS ORGANIZATION
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Network and connect local brands, retailers and industry professionals
Promote economic development
Power a voice for advocacy and policy
Protect and conserve public lands
Promote healthy and active lifestyles
Grow the outdoor and recreation industry profile
Educate communities on the importance of the outdoor recreation economy

JIM HAUPTMAN
MAINE OUTDOOR BRANDS
"Maine Outdoor Brands unites business
leaders and entrepreneurs in raising
awareness of Maine’s outdoor recreation
economy and strengthens Maine’s outdoor
product/service companies through
knowledge sharing, collaborative marketing
efforts and access to professional resources.
Our future vision is to engage Maine's
Department of Economic & Community
Development in creating a permanent office
of outdoor recreation."
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BECKY LEINWEBER
PIKES PEAK OUTDOOR RECREATION ALLIANCE
"Our mission is to grow the outdoor
recreation industry in the Pikes Peak
region, to inspire people to pursue outdoor
recreation, to strengthen the industry by
establishing and sharing best practices, to
steward our outdoor environments, and to
advocate in political and economic tourism
forums."

MARNE HAYES
BUSINESS FOR MONTANA'S OUTDOORS
" Advocating for the economic value of our
public lands and preserving our outdoors as
an asset for future generations."

BENEFITS TO MEMBERS
For outdoor industry brands, retailers, non-profits, and individuals, establishing a SBO provides a
platform to collaborate, share ideas, network, and stay current on industry news and trends. There
is an innate value to creating an open forum and discussing challenges and successes that everyone
can learn from.
Members of Pikes Peak Outdoor Recreation Alliance in Colorado have an open forum to connect
and gain a big picture view of the outdoor industry as a whole. Their members are provided a
platform to participate in conversations around policy decision that affect their businesses and
resources including event marking opportunities, free promotion of their business through digital
communication, and access to events that support their mission and vision.
Maine Outdoor Brands has experienced success by offering shared space in their Outdoor Retailer
booth and recently set up a trade mission to the OutDoor Show in Germany. They have also
leveraged data collected through surveys and questionnaires asking what their members are looking
for out of the organization. The opportunity to take the results and tailor programs around the
responses has proven to increase engagement of their members.
Members of SBOs have the opportunity to actively participate in their alliance while seeing visible
results within their communities. From member meetups, events, and panels, to opening a channel
of communication with local, state, and federal representatives, everyone has a voice.
SBOs often start with a small membership base, which allows them to be more nimble and direct
in their approach. Our research found that as a membership base grows, benefits are broadened.
A larger membership base translates to a louder voice for the outdoors. A larger membership base
also creates a more sustainable and diverse landscape, increasing the abilities to share resources and
knowledge.
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STATES BUSINESS ORGANIZATION MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Amplified Voice
Industry Education
Exposure to Local Outdoor Recreation Economy
Information on Industry, Political, and Local Strategies
Established Sense of Outdoor Community
Business to Business Resources
Collaboration and Connection
Shared Mission and Values

COLLECTIVE IMPACT
Transpiring from an Outdoor Industry Association marketing campaign “TOGETHER WE ARE A FORCE” has become a way in which the
outdoor industry as a whole has evolved. The campaign emphasizes the importance of outdoor industry leaders — including competitors
and rivals — coming together to create meaningful change. Many brands and businesses have adopted this thought-provoking initiative
around policy, sustainability, and participation. The industry recognizes that by coming together the outdoor recreation economy can be
direclty impacted with a unified voice.
“The power of the Big Tent Coalition lies not with any individual or with any shiny advertising or marketing campaigns, but with the combined
weight of dozens of organizations and agencies who believe in the collective value of outdoor recreation.”
-Washington Big Tent Coalition
With increased awareness around the monetary value that outdoor recreation contributes to the local, state, and national economy, the
industry is carrying more weight now than ever before. For the Oregon Outdoor Alliance, the realization of their political power came when
the State Legislators Office approached asking for input on the effect of various policy issues on their businesses. Washington’s Big Tent
Coalition actively involves brands, businesses, and organizations in political conversations and lobbying efforts for additional investments
and funding for the outdoor recreation economy within the state. Private organizations that collaborate with policymakers have the ability
to influence key laws and regulations.
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FUNDING STATE BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONS
From our findings, SBOs have five main streams of revenue and funding. Depending on the stage of your
outdoor organization, all of these options can be applied to create a successful platform for funding.
·
·
·
·
·

Membership Dues
Sponsorships
Donations
Grants
Events

Membership dues are the easiest way to ensure there is sustainable support for the organization. Each
organization orchestrates these differently from a one-time membership fee to an annual membership fee.
Based on our findings, an annual membership fee ensures that, at minimum, there are funds to establish a
budget to cover some administrative and programmatic expenses.
While there are many ways to structure membership dues, Idaho and Oregon have found success in tiering
their dues based on financial valuation of a company. This allows businesses to contribute an equal amount
respective to the size of their business, while still participating at the same level as larger organizations.
Sponsorships are often provided by local brands, businesses, and corporations within a community. These
sponsors are often featured in digital promotion and at local events. These can be tiered sponsorships based on
contribution, for example: Platinum, Gold, Silver. Sponsors can then be used in marketing collateral based on
their level of contribution.
In Maine, North Carolina, and Colorado, alliances primarily seek sponsorships and grants to fund their
organizations. From Colorado’s Pikes Peak Coalition's perspective, they have elected to eliminate membership
dues and pursue sponsorship and grant opportunities to be inclusive and celebrate the entire outdoor
recreation community in their region, not just a subset of those who can provide support.
Donations are the best way to engage individuals and businesses within a community that are not affiliated
with an official member of the organization. Individuals and businesses that make donations can be added to
a preferred contact list for events, panels, and lobbying activations, in addition to being recognized for their
contribution on the SBOs website.
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Grants are non-repayable funds that can be gifted by a government department, corporation,
foundation, trust, or individual to a SBO. For instance, the Outdoor Foundation and REI have both
provided financial assistance to grassroot organizations in the outdoor recreation field.
Events have the potential to generate substantial revenue for SBOs. From outdoor networking
events, keynote speakers, outdoor industry workshops, service projects, concerts, and more – the
goal within the organization is to identify what you have access to from a membership side and
determine how to capitalize on the resources. For example, if a members within the organization is
Joe’s Kayak Shop, a fleet of Kayak’s can be donated for an event on the water with proceeds going
to the SBO.
In Alaska, the organization has a roster of over 400 stakeholders interested in elevating the
profile of outdoor recreation within their state. While they do not implement a membership
due regulation, they have a large number of participants ready to engage in local, regional, and
statewide events and outdoor activations.

TAX STRUCTURE
Informal coalitions are great for getting together over a beer, but at some point, the SBO will move
past the informal coalition stage and need to be incorporated as a non-profit entity. Incorporating
as a non-profit entity includes reduced liabilities, increased access to private donations, and tax
advantages. All of the incorporated SBOs surveyed are incorporated as either a 501(c)(3) or a 501(c)
(6). Both non-profit types are structured to achieve a mission and to reinvest any revenue into the
business, and neither of these organizational structures pay corporate taxes.
The major difference comes from amount of political activity that each group can participate in.
With a 501(c)(3), alliances may participate in lobbying, as long as it is not a “substantial part” of
the alliances total activities, whereas a 501(c)(6) is allowed unlimited lobbying efforts. Additionally,
501(c)(3)s cannot engage in political campaign activities, such as endorsing candidates for office.
The IRS defines 501(c)(3)s are often groups that are operated for educational purposes and 501(c)
(6)s operate to promote a common business interest.
Business alliances have economic power and can influence issues that pertain to the outdoors.
Policymakers will seek input from SBOs, and for that reason, there is a clear advantage to being a
501(c)(6).
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COLLABORATING WITH THE OIA
The OIA’s Close to Home Policy seeks to build and support coalitions of industry professionals, non-profit
leaders, policymakers and other stakeholders to effectively advocate for outdoor recreation at the state and
local levels. This report serves to be just one of the many resources that the OIA provides SBOs. The OIA also
provides information and suggested positions on local policy issues that affect the industry, provides economic
information relevant to your district and state, and assists in lobbying efforts on key issues.
In Colorado, the OIA has participated in local events and panels, provided information on local policy that
members can then rally behind, and advocated for local outdoor issues.
In Montana, Businesses For Montana Outdoors was provided with economic information, input on panels, and participated in public engagements.
North Carolina received a grant from The Outdoor Foundation to develop a video advocating for outdoor
recreation within the state.
The Recreation Northwest, in Washington, received a sponsorship from the OIA to host their Outdoor
Recreation Summit, bringing together leaders from other organizations across the industry.
The Oregon Outdoor Alliance has officially hired a full-time Operations Manager. This critical position will
elevate their organization to the next level. This position will allow for a direct connection between the
alliance with the State Office of Outdoor Recreation on a more consistent and frequent basis.
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RECIPE FOR SUCCESS
STEP 1: Find the Champion!
Identify an individual or business to spearhead the initial organizations efforts of the SBO.
STEP 2: "WHY"
Define the purpose of your new organization and what value the SBO will add to the community.
STEP 3: Outreach
Identify key stakeholders including outdoor recreation business, non-profits, individuals and other members of the
community that share similar values.
STEP 4: Resources
Utilize the Outdoor Industry Association and existing resources to build and fund the SBO.
STEP 5: Gathering
Setup the first meetings to start generating ideas, develop agendas, and creating calendars.
STEP 6: Value
Outline what the SBO members will contribute and get out of participating in the organization.
STEP 7: Structure + Goals
Now that the initial meetings have been held, identify the structure of your SBO around funding, short and long
term goals.
STEP 8: Execution + Feedback
Deploy the information and formula of the SBO to the membership base.
Each state will have different goals, different players, and different obstacles to overcome. There is
no right way to the summit, and everyone will need to blaze a new trail.
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MADE POSSIBLE BY

SPRUCE LAB
SPRUCE LAB
Spruce Lab is a dynamic team of outdoor industry professionals with a mission of providing
actionable insights and strategies on challenges facing outdoor industry coalitions,
non-profits, and brands. Spruce Lab achieves its mission by working with groups that share a
passion for increasing participation, improving access to outdoor recreation, and growing the
scale of the outdoor recreation economy through creative and unique solutions.

THE OUTDOOR INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION
Based in Boulder, Colorado, with offices in Washington, D.C., the Outdoor Industry Association (OIA) is the leading trade association for the outdoor industry and the title sponsor of
Outdoor Retailer. OIA unites and serves over 1,200 manufacturer, supplier, sales
representative and retailer members through its focus on trade and recreation policy,
sustainable business innovation and outdoor participation.
Visit: www.outdoorindustry.org
Call: 303.444.3353
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RECOMMENDATIONS
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